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Letter From An Editor
Greetings:

I feel that it is important to tell you that 
for Aaron Mehlhaff and myself, this will be 
our last MoonTAG in an official capacity as 
Editors. We have had a great deal of fun, in 
addition to a great deal of difficulty working 
for this newspaper. For me, I have been 
working on The Moon for my entire time 
here at St. John’s. I started as a Copy-Editor, 
and started to write my Anger articles (please 
see Ms. Perleberg’s letter pertaining to my 
latest work) and I found myself as Assistant 
Editor in my sophomore year and then Co- 
Editor my junior and senior year. I feel that 
I have added, and also taken away, a great 
deal from my work with this newspaper. I 
am quite distraught, however, over the fact 
that an almost non-existent number of the 
junior class has participated in the newspa
per, and the fact that the student body as a 
whole has taken an apathetic approach to this 
cornerstone of student life.

If you have read even one of my letters 
in the past, you will see that I have pushed 
and pushed the school to try to work with us. 
Without the student interest, the student 
voice will be revoked. You may laugh and 
consider my concern something that is incon
sequential, but the administration has already 
started their attempt to curb the student 
voice.

I am sure that many of you read 
Benjamin Hitchcock Cross’ article 
Conference Services Can’t Keep Us Down 
(The MoonTAG V5 16), in fact some of you 
have written in support of Ms. Brookes 
(Director of Conference Services). The arti
cle itself, although aimed at the abilities of 
the Conference Services Office, had a more 
key point in mind that there is a lack of 
accountability at this school. While many of 
you will have read this article and taken from 
it only an attack stance by Mr. Hitchcock 
Cross, I feel obligated to state that this is only 
a surface level reading, and one that should 
be ignored in its entirety. It is this sort of sur
face level reading that many people feel the 
need to force a lawsuit upon. This need for 
privacy, even in the most public places such 
as someone’s capacity to perform in offices 
on campus, or someone delivering a trite 
speech in the dining hall, has forced the 
MoonTAG into the position of being 
required to seek outside “editing” to prevent 
the college from being placed into a liability 
suit. I personally find this appalling to say 
the least. This fine country of ours has 
degraded to the point where even a tiny 
newspaper such as the MoonTAG, whose 
readership reaches perhaps 600 people at the 
very most, must be edited to prevent a law
suit that could cost the school hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, even if we win the case. 
(Please see Aaron Clewell’s editorial “The 
Problem with Practicality”)

The campus may smile with some sort 
of cynical approach to this, and say that it

doesn’t surprise them that something like this 
would occur. They would be right in this 
statement, but that does not make this a cor
rect acceptance. We must be very careful in 
the future. If this is the only change that 
administration forces the student-body to 
accept, then we will be fine. This may, how
ever, be the first movement into something 
much greater. The newspaper is the first 
organization that has been “censored” sofar, 
but we may not be the end. Theater, Film 
Society, even Amnesty International could be 
expected to curb their language, or curb their 
activities as to avoid legal repercussions. We 
must watch this and be wary of any need for 
the authority of the school to put down their 
foot and force student activities to act 
according to their expectations. Although I 
feel no ill will toward the President’s office, 
nor toward Weigle Hall itself, I do see a great 
number of problems coming from this inci
dent.

I must say that I am extremely disap
pointed that Polity did not write something 
for the newspaper for this issue. For all of 
you who have considered that Polity is for a 
bunch of resume buffing, substance abusers, 
I would have to say that you are correct. In a 
meeting that occurred a few weeks ago in 
Polity, a representative from SEO and from 
the President’s office (I can’t name names 
now because of privacy issues) came to 
Polity and explained that this was what they 
were going to do. Polity did not even attempt 
to put up a fight (as may be seen from the 
lack of any submission dealing with this sub
ject in this current issue). No longer may we 
even suggest that we have a student govern
ment, for now we can only state that we have 
a student figurehead under the guise of 
Polity. I have my doubts that Polity ever had 
any power in the past, but I feel the need to 
tell the future of Polity to find that power that 
they had, or have never had, and gain it in 
any way they feel they must.

I am nearing completion of this long- 
winded letter. I sincerely hope that some
thing good can come from this, although I am 
certainly doubtful. I once again plead to the 
college community to help the incoming edi
tors continue to make The MoonTAG the 
source of the student’s voice. Eddie Kovsky 
and Paul Obrecht will be taking the helm for 
us starting in the next issue, and Aaron and I 
will be taking on an advisor’s role.

My final comments:

1. You may note that this issue is the short
est this year. The reason for this is that the 
editors made a decision to not accept any late 
submissions. It is because of our relaxed pol
icy on submitting articles that has delayed 
our newspaper an exceptional number of 
times. I want you to know this so that the 
next time you consider complaining to an 
editor about the amount of time it has taken

to produce another newspaper; he or she is 
probably waiting on the submissions that had 
been promised to them two weeks ago.

2. The majority of the student body is 
extremely apathetic. This apathy is a corre
lation of the exceptional difficulty of the 
school’s program (if a student takes it seri
ously), and the fact that the people who come 
here typically have little interest in the world 
around them. There are some students here 
that take the “real” world seriously, however, 
and are not just big talkers when discussions 
about the WTO, or nuclear accountability, or 
whatever comes into their little circle of con
versation. I urge you to read Colin King’s 
article Los Alamos Wants More STD’s, and 
to take his suggestion about working for 
Nuclear Watch of New Mexico seriously. It 
is a fine organization, and one that I vouch 
for with the utmost sincerity. I am asking the 
college to consider how they can make a dif
ference, and not to be dissuaded by the 
proverbial “activist” that someone might run 
into if they go to one hot topic meeting. 
Consider the greater good, and see how you 
can help.

3. I want to thank the college, and particu
larly people such as: Matthew Lippart, Colin 
King, Steven Mickelsen, Lauren Peterson, 
Emily Graves, Ben Hitchcock Cross, Blake 
Hindley, and all the people whose names 
appear on the credits at the end of every 
issue. There are so many names that I cannot 
possibly name them all without an extra three 
pages for this letter so I must cut it short. 
Without the community writing we would 
never have another newspaper. Keep this in 
mind next year when you come to realize that 
the senior class is not there to write 90% of 
the work in each issue.

4. Consider what you are doing here. Are 
you here to spend four years to get a degree, 
kiss a little butt, and get some recommenda
tions? If you are, then leave NOW. If you 
are here for the education that you saw in the 
view book that SIC sent you in the mail, then 
keep working on it. We all know that that is 
nothing but a bunch of propaganda, but the 
fact of the matter is that if the students try 
hard enough that that propaganda can 
become the reality and the education that you 
receive is the most invaluable asset you will 
ever have.

Let me say this one last thing. These 
statements I have made here are only my 
own, and only a few of them at that. This let
ter has not in anyway been written in the 
voice of Geoff Anger and I believe every
thing I say here. I wish you all well, and I 
hope that the newspaper strives on.

Take good care,
Geoff
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Letters
Dear Editors,

It was with a great deal of anticipatory pleasure that I sat down to read the last issue of the MoonTag. However, one article that I read 
concerned me greatly because it seemed to me to unfairly paint a section of staff in unnecessarily negative colors because of a student’s 
unwillingness to change. And while some positive results (a procedure for student complaints to be received and handled) did come out of 
that situation, I feel that the initial problem was blown out of proportion. I am speaking about Mr. Hitchcock Cross’s article “ Conference 
Services Can’t Keep Us Down or How Anger Served the Community.” Like Mr. Hitchcock Cross I have had a lot of dealings with 
Conference Services and like Mr. Hitchcock Cross one day I was told that I needed to see Brendan O’Neill in order to schedule a room. 
The reason for this I quickly discovered was due to the creation of the Student Events Office. It is my understanding that in the process of 
defining the role of SEO it was decided that Brendan should handle all student room bookings. The reason was not to create bureaucratic 
hoops as Mr. Hitchcock Cross suggested, but actually to help the students by eliminating conflicts between them. 1 was trying to book the 
Great Hall for the Death Penalty Abolition Discussion Panel which the college chapter of Amnesty International hosted last semester. While 
Ms. Brookes could tenatively schedule me for the evening I wanted, she was unsure as to whether there was a conflict with the 
Chrysostomos production of “The Marriage of Bette and Boo.” While the play was not to be shown on the night in question, she was unsure 
as to the status of the risers. That was when 1 was informed of the new room booking policy involving Brendan O’Neill. And it made sense. 
As Student Events Director Mr. O’Neill is supposed to be the one who helps students plan and put on their events. I would have neede to 
talk to him anyway about the sound system I neede for my event. Ms. Brookes and Mr. O’Neill decided it was in the students’ best inter
est to go to Mr. O’Neill when they wanted to put on an event. That way they schedule a room, make sure there are no conflicts with other 
student events, and arrange with Brendan for any extras (such as sound, lighting, or audiovisual) they might need. I hope this clarifies the 
]X)licy regarding Student Events and Conference Services.

Sincerely,
Erin Hanlon ’03

Sirs:

& Opinions

A couple of additions to the splendid ranking of thinkers by Mr. Davis and Mr. Frishman (“A Ranking of St. John's Program 
Philosophers Following the Ingenious System of Voltaire”.)

Keats: “A thing of beauty is a joy forever;/Its loveliness increases; it will never/pass into nothingness; but still will keep....”
Partridge: “A dirty mind is a joy forever.”
Granted, Partridge may not be on the program but he deserves to be.

Yours,
Jack Steadman 

Dear Editors:

Although Geoff Petrie’s well-reasoned rant regarding the junior skit seems to have been intended solely to provoke wrathful response, 
I choose to ignore his many factual errors and {personal attacks and calmly discuss a few relevant points. There is, first of all, the question 
of expectation. The senior essay writing party is a typical St. John’s celebration, in that the majority of participants are intoxicated in some 
fashion—in brief, the skit was written and performed by drunk people for drunk people. Nuanced portrayals, skillfully evoking the com
plicated lives and emotional depth of the seniors, were impossible in this context, and instead we the juniors resorted to burlesque, 
“[vjaudeville entertainment characterized by ribald comedy and display of nudity” (American Heritage Dictionary). All of the seniors were 
reduced to caricature: one outrageous personality trait, one ignominious event during their St. John’s career, was all that came through 
onstage. This superficiality was not an attempt on the juniors’ part to belittle the seniors, but rather a necessary result of the nature of ine
briated theater.

As to the public nudity, speaking as the culprit, my first instinct is to point out that last year’s skit, performed by Mr. Petrie’s illustri
ous class, included both bared female breasts and a flash of male buttocks—no more, no less, than this year’s performance. This being a 
rather sophistical argument, however, I point Mr. Petrie again to the nature of burlesque, resp)ectfully advise him to ask anyone why, in por
traying the individual I did, my behavior was appropriate to the role, and recount the exchange I had with Mr. Petrie’s friend immediately 
following the skit. Seeing her in the hall, I smiled nervously, whereupon she smiled back and said, “Excellent portrayal.” “Thank you,” I 
responded. “I was intimidated by the role.”

Finally, I would like to extend an apology in good faith to Mr. Petrie and any other persons offended by our skit as a whole or my lack 
of a top in particulcir. Our intent was not to be cruel, but to celebrate the seniors’ rite of passage in a lighthearted and mocking way.

Anna Perleberg
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The Problem With Practicality
Recently the Board of Directors of the 

college has requested that all issues of the 
Moon be “reviewed” by an experienced pro
fessional prior to publication. They assert 
that, due to the fragile nature of the college’s 
financial situation, every effort should be 
made to avoid costly liabilities, that even a 
minor lawsuit brought by a party who felt 
maligned by the paper could be disastrous.

This, of course, is absolutely true. 
Undoubtedly, the decision displays such 
good business sense as has become neces
sary for the continued 
operation of St. John’s, 
and I am sure that when 
all of the usual concerns 
are exorcised, no reason
able voice will question it.
However, the very practi
cality of this administra
tive directive gives birth 
to several gnawing issues 
which reach beyond the 
natural censorship para
noia of the Moon’s reader- 
ship. If it is necessary that 
St. John’s, with its rela
tively minuscule endow
ment, should filter the 
news reported by one ofj 
its media arms in order to 
protect itself financially, 
consider the care with 
which such multi-billion dollar corporations 
as Time Warner or Disney must approve the 
information that appears in Time Magazine 
or on the ABC Nightly News. Have they not 
more to loose? Does their ubiquity not place 
them at even greater risk?

The answer to both questions is yes. 
Some might counter that the vast budg
ets—and equally expansive legal teams—of 
the above mentioned companies allows them 
to say the dangerous things, things that the 
Moon could not afford to say, and that 
regardless of how many people read an arti
cle or see a news segment, the truth is incon
trovertible and will be reported.

an editorial by Aaron Clewell, ’01

To respond to this objection I will cite 
two telling examples: Did you ever hear 
about the gubernatorial purge of 64,000 
felons from the Florida voter lists in the 
months prior to last November’s democratic 
fiasco? Apparently, only a few of the names 
on this massive list belonged to the legally 
disenfranchised; the rest were African 
Americans (about 54 percent) and white or 
Hispanic Democrats. . Though it was thor
oughly covered by the BBC, the American 
print media only got wind of the story

through a version on Salon.com, and then 
long after the fact. A CBS probe was halted 
when Jeb Bush’s office denied it. Of course 
you haven’t heard of this travesty. Broad 
public knowledge of such a story would 
have required that a reporter working for a 
major, corporate owned media outlet should 
come out and call the governor of Florida, 
the First Crony, a liar. I wonder if that would 
be a liability

The second example is minor but of an 
almost equal significance because of its bla- 
tancy. Following his defeat in 1992, 
President George H. W. Bush worked for a 
gold-mining company with a long history of

suing every paper that looks at it funny. It 
has since sued the Guardian and Observer of 
London, the papers of my source, Greg 
Palast, for printing a story on the Bush fam
ily finances that contained this information 
about its presidential employee. No wonder 
neither you nor I knew what Papa George 
has been up to.

The big-business concerns which led 
to such cases of selective reticence are the 
Moon’s small-time issues writ large. So 
who can blame them? The CEOs have 

stockholder invest
ments to protect and we 
have vital conversations 
to continue. As long as 
news comes from busi
nesses, the true and 
complete dissemination 

^of news is bound to suf
fer so that those busi
nesses might guard 
their own interests. I do 
not mean to say that the 
Moon is now unable to 
tell you the straight 
dope, only that we are 
now part of the trend, 
part of the reality that is 
modern reporting. The 
Moon’s destiny is set. 
It will be reviewed and 
rightly so. Now it is 

time to wonder about or discover or invent 
something new with a different destiny.

Factual data taken from Silence of the 
Lambs: The Bush Election Story Never Told 
by Greg Palast, printed in the Oklahoma 
Observer, March 25, 2001. Greg Palast 
writes a fortnightly column. Inside 
Corporate America, for the Observer of 
London (Guardian Media Group). His sto
ries about the purge of Florida voters are 
collected on his Web site, 
www.GregPalast. com.
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Los Alamos National Lab Wants More 
STD’s: Squandered Tax Dollars

In early February 2001, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory requested scoping com
ments on the proposed construction of a bio
logical research facility. These scoping com
ments will help determine the areas of investi
gation for an Environmental Assessment. 
This assessment will be used to study the 
effects of Los Alamos’ research programs on 
the surrounding environment and communi
ties. Los Alamos didn’t supply those request
ed to make comments with adequate docu
mentation on the Los Alamos’ proposal and its 
intended research goals, nor were they forth
right about Los Alamos’ background in study
ing dangerous biological agents and bio-tox
ins.

The proposed laboratory is a biosafety 
level (BSL) 3 facility. The BSL levels are 
determined by the Centers for Disease Control 
in Atlanta, Georgia. BSL levels range from 1, 
the lowest, to 4, the highest. A BSL 1 labora
tory is equivalent to many high school biolo
gy class rooms, with a solid counter top made 
of a substance impermeable to water and with 
a deep sink built into it. A BSL 4 laboratory is 
designed to study the most dangerous biotox
ins such as the deadly Ebola virus. The pro
posed BSL 3 facility at Los Alamos will be 
designed to contain airborne or easily 
aerosolized biotoxins and bioagents and Los 
Alamos intends to expand the B division’s 
(Los Alamos’ bioscience division) budget by 8 
percent annually. This budget increase is 
intended for the division’s core research areas, 
including the proposed biological research 
facility, according to the “Bioscience Division 
Laboratory Supporting Plan” at LANL.

It took me over a week, after making 
numerous phone calls to the officer in charge 
of the Environmental Assessment and to the 
BSL 3 facility’s team leader, to receive any 
information from Los Alamos officials on the 
project. Los Alamos lacks any readily acces
sible documents of substance for public 
review. Los Alamos’ B division web page has 
very little information on it, portions of the 
web page are incomplete, and the search func
tion is restricted to Los Alamos employees. 
Ironically, the above mentioned “Bioscience 
Plan” stated that part of the mission of the B 
division was to “evaluate and potentially

by Colin King, ’01

establish BSL-3 designation within B divi
sion” using a “comprehensive communica
tions plan to engage... the public in evaluating 
the proposed project and its impacts.” It goes 
on to state that “this communications plan has 
been developed.” The facts point otherwise. 
There is a lack of honest and forthright com
munication between Los Alamos and the pub
lic and it certainly does not appear that there is 
a “comprehensive communications plan” if 
my communications with Los Alamos is any 
example.

On top of this there is much Los Alamos 
is not telling the public.

Also in Eebruary, the U.S. Energy 
Department’s Office of Inspector General 
released a report on the mishandling of bio
logical organisms and biological agents at the 
Energy Department’s National Laboratories 
across the nation. Two of the worst infractions 
were at Sandia National Laboratory in 
Albuquerque, NM and at Los Alamos.

Los Alamos has been conducting exper
iments on Bacillus anthracus, the bacterium 
that causes the fatal disease anthrax. 
According to the Inspector’s report, all of 
these studies have been with weakened strains 
of B. anthracus, but nonetheless these strains 
could still be deadly to the local populace if 
they escaped from the laboratory. The report 
also stated that if the proposed BSL facility is 
built, there are plans to conduct studies on 
fully viable strains of B. anthracus. The 
Inspector does not state what the purpose of 
these studies are.

The Inspector does claim that Los 
Alamos has a very poor safety plan, should 
something go wrong, and lacks a method to 
determine if a safety plan would actually work 
in the event of an accident. “[T]he work by 
[Los Alamos] with biological... agents... 
appears to have been performed in the absence 
of safety and security oversight.” Officials in 
the Albuquerque Department of Energy office, 
the supervisors for Los Alamos, were also 
“unaware” of the biological research pro
grams being conducted at the Los Alamos. An 
anonymous Department official from 
Albuquerque told the Inspector that because 
his office was unaware of the biological 
research activities at Los Alamos, “there is no

ability for [the Albuquerque office] to provide 
oversight or security” for Los Alamos’ biolog
ical research program. Albuquerque also stat
ed that “they had insufficient detail to identify 
the projects that involved the use of [biologi
cal] agents or the DNA of [biological] agents” 
even though Los Alamos had apparently given 
the Albuquerque office the plans for its 
research projects. These egregious oversights 
were caused both by Los Alamos and the 
Energy Department’s Albuquerque offices. In 
addition, Los Alamos may have failed to meet 
Federal regulations by possibly failing to 
inform the Centers for Disease Control of its 
biological research programs.

Why are these two oversights so signifi
cant? If the Energy Department supervisors in 
Albuquerque and the Centers for Disease 
Control are unaware of what kinds of biologi
cal materials are being handled at Los Alamos 
should an accident occur, those agencies’ 
response will be crippled. This in turn could 
put the public at severe risk.

The Inspector concluded that neither the 
Energy Department nor Los Alamos is in any 
way prepared to handle dangerous biological 
agents such as 0. The report states that “the 
[Energy Department] had not developed and 
implemented policies and procedures that (1) 
establish clear roles and responsibilities for 
the conduct of activities involving biologi
cal... agents..., and (2) ensure [Energy 
Department] laboratories... follow ‘best prac
tices’ for the conduct of their biological... 
agent activities.” But in a Headline in a recent 
Los Alamos newsletter distributed to all Los 
Alamos employees the lab claimed that 
“Bioscience [is] key to lab’s future.”

For more information on this, and to 
read the Inspectors report, please see the 
NWNM website’s bioresearch section. The 
web address is www.nukewatch.org.

If you are a returning student next year, 
eligible for St. John’s Work Study, and have a 
macabre interest in the workings of nuclear 
weapons, apply to work off campus at Nuclear 
Watch of New Mexico. Learn the ins and outs 
of the Federal government. No experience 
necessary.
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Princeton Bioethics Conference Crashed 
By Mad Great Book-Wielding Johnny

The undergraduates at Princeton 
University orchestrated a national bioethics 
conference, entitled “Bioethics in the New 
Millennium” which ran from Feb. 26-27, 
2001. More than two dozen scientists and 
bioethicists, as well as 50 Princeton students 
and 250 other undergraduates, including one 
from St. John’s College, Santa Fe, attended 
the conference. Experts in the field like 
Francis Collins, director of the National 
Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) 
and Ian Wilmut, principal investigator of the 
Roslin Institute in Edinburgh, Scotland (the 
guy who cloned the sheep) gave keynote 
addresses along with Steve Fodor, president 
and CEO of Affymetrix Inc., and Roy 
Vagelos, chairman of the University of 
Pennsylvania board of trastees. Other contrib
utors included John Arras, a professor of bio
medical ethics at the University of Virginia, 
Norman Fost, director of the Program in 
Medical Ethics at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Shirley Tilghman, chair 
of the Council on Science and Technology at 
Princeton, and Judy Chambers, the Monsanto 
Corp.’s director of international government 
affairs.

Bioethics is a very recent development. 
Certainly, no generation before ours had any 
need for ethicists that dealt exclusively with 
the moral and philosophical dilemmas arising 
directly from the new developments in a par
ticular science. Even the creation of nuclear 
weapons did not require its own distinct 
branch of ethicists. However, the rapid 
progress in the biological sciences and the 
power that it seems to place within our grasp 
has thrust humankind into unfamiliar, and 
quite possibly, unfriendly waters. It is the job 
of the bioethisist to confront the potentially 
real consequences that the advent of biotech- 
nologys might have on the future generations 
of people and human culture.

Princeton University is the host of the 
National Bioethics Advisory Commission. 
(NBAC) is a multi-disciplinary think tank 
chartered by the office of the president of the 
United States to compile information and 
opinions on sensitive bioethical subjects. 
Biotechnology’s promise for doing good, for 
saving lives, for curing disease along with its

by Steven Mickelsen, ’01

potential for abuses and causing harm to indi
viduals and to mankind is, in many ways, 
unprecedented in human history. Can our 
society sustain the new developments of the 
biological sciences? Should we clone people? 
Is it wrong to insert a gene into an embryo to 
improve its athletic abilities? Should we let 
insurance companies base their premiums on 
genetic screening? If the body could be made 
immortal should we allow individuals to live 
indefinitely? Can we regulate knowledge? 
Can we stop science even if we wanted to? Is 
there a technological imperative? These kinds 
of questions occupy the bioethisist and proba
bly should occupy some of us.

Every year the undergraduates at 
Princeton sponsor a bioethics Conference to 
assist in the dissemination of knowledge on 
these subjects and to help expose and inform 
undergraduates of these issues directly from 
the mouths of national experts. I was lucky 
enough to attend the conference and as a stu
dent of St. John’s College, I must say, I felt 
very prepared to enter into the philosophical 
bioethical discussions. The conference con
sisted of daily lectures, four seminar style 
“break-out sessions” and meals with experts. 
In this time I learned a great deal about the 
most pressing philosophical dilemmas con
cerning biotechnologys in the U.S.

As citizens of this country we are often 
exposed to the mainstream media coverage of 
new biotechnological advances in the sci
ences; things such as cloning, retrovirus medi
ated gene therapy, and genetic screening have 
had an impact on the popular imagination. 
The tremendous promise from these new 
developments seem like science fiction and if 
any of these technologies can be realized, 
shocking. We might clone organs for trans
plant; we might cure diabetes by ‘reprogram
ming’ the genetic code; we might screen 
potential fetuses for all genetic traits that 
would be harmful to it. Then again the tech
nology may be used to enhance or prolong the 
lives of the few people who can afford them, 
exacerbating the gap between the ‘haves’ and 
the ‘have-nots’. Insurance companies may 
use some technology to discriminate against 
people with genetic predisposition to illness. 
Someone may create super-natural creatures
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like man eating Venus flytraps. The possibili
ty of use and abuse seems endless.

The key focus of this year’s conference 
was reproductive technologies. Under this 
general heading things like in vitro fertiliza
tion, the selling of human eggs and sperm, 
eugenics, the use of excess embryos in 
research, the disposal of frozen embryos, the 
right to reproduce, adoption or ‘the sale of 
children’, and cloning are included. I learned 
what many of these things where, why they 
were issues, and where public policy regard
ing regulation might be headed. For example, 
at this time clinics that specialize in reproduc
tive assistance and the development of new 
techniques and technologies are not regulated 
by any national organization outside of the 
general guidelines for medical practice. This 
can be a problem because the statistical infor
mation that might be generated under such 
regulation is unavailable for the potential 
patients and statistical research. Objective 
reports of the success rates associated with 
fetal implantation and other indicators from 
fertility clinics in the U.S. would be helpful, if 
only for a kind of quality control. In addition, 
new advances are often patented by private 
firms thereby restricting and/or slowing future 
research in the field by eliminating the free 
exchange of ideas common to the scientific 
process and restricting peer review. This situ
ation ultimately leads to primarily market 
driven research resulting in high premiums 
exacted for access to specific technologies. 
An ethical problem arises if you suspect that 
profit may not be the safest or most effica
cious motive for science.

Of the topics I heard discussed at the 
conference I found the dilemma of the ‘tech
nological imperative’ to be the most interest
ing aspect of the bioethics conversation 
because it applied to the overall modem 
dilemma arising from new science in general. 
The technological imperative states that if a 
technology can be created it will be created. Is 
it the case that the progress of science was, in 
a sense, un-restrictable? Is it true that 
mankind is powerless to stop the progress of 
science even when the technologies it deliver
ers into our hands seems to threaten us? Every 
day we come closer to grasping the fhiit of the



tree of life, which was most vigorously denied 
the human occupants of Eden. Will we be as 
gods? Does the resignation to a technological 
imperative place mankind at unnecessary 
risk? Should we stop the advance of certain 
technologies if it is within our power to do so?

Regardless of our individual positions 
we all must recognize that this is strong med
icine and like the Greek word pharmacon, 
which means both medicine and poison, we 
should treat this potential pharmacon with 
respect and caution. For more information on

BASKETBALL

Wednesday evening, April 11, sneakers 
flocked to the gym; it’s basketball night. (Not 
just pick-up, which is Tuesday nights, but our 
own intramural basketball games.) Teams 
play twenty-minute games with a half at ten. 
Games begin at 9 PM and end around 11PM.

Wednesday, one of the games was the 
Freshmen vs. the GIs. These two have a his
tory of fast and furious close scoring games. 
The Freshmen players are: “I love Virginians” 
John Okrent, Dan Boyer, Malcolm Smith- 
Carlile, Eusebius Ballentine, and Hansen 
Bergamini. And benchwarmer Shane Stump 
“rebounding monster” made an appearance 
first half to give the freshman a sub.

On the G1 side: Adam Buben, Nathan 
Hedman, Phillip Hartley, Patrick Harnett, Jim 
Grotty, and Daniel Kilpatric.

GIs started off the game with the first 
basket, but the Freshmen seemed to take over 
the momentum of the game beginning with

the Princeton bioethics forum and links to 
other bioethics sites go to: 
www.princeton.edu/~bioethic/

There are many conversations in this 
world that Johnny’s miss out on; after all, we 
are lost in the great writings of western civi
lization, which for us, culminate sometime in 
the early part of the last century. Time is our 
filter; we reap only the finest fruits of what the 
predominantly Anglo-masculine culture has 
had to offer. However, the lack of modernity 
in the St. John’s experience does ‘Johnnies’ at

Sports Report
by Natasha Vermaak, ’03

two three-pointers in a row. Now, although 
the Gl’s seem to have the height advantage 
and... well, muscle and bulk advantage too, 
these teams remain evenly matched. 
Freshman showed their skills with high-arc
ing shots and good passing. And the GIs kept 
the game intense with their speed, hustle, and 
rebounding. The first half was full of fouls; 
this game was physical. It was heated under 
the baskets and the teams really made each 
other work for their points. But the Freshmen 
managed to keep ahead in this jungle and by 
the half it was Freshman IS-GIs 9.

The GIs played hard and came back 
with a vengeance the second half. With two 
minutes left it was 21-14 Freshmen. The GIs 
picked it up to bring it to 21-18 within the 
final seconds. And GI Harnett tried a three for 
the tie that was just off at the whistle. 
Freshmen victory 21-18. Thanks for playing, 
everyone.

least one disservice: even though Johnnies are, 
in many ways, better prepared to take part in 
current ethical, social, and philosophical con
versation we are rarely asked to confront these 
issues in our curriculum. One such conversa
tion that Johnnies might want to consider is 
now taking place in the burgeoning field of 
bioethics.

SOCCER

A patchy rectangle and we’ve got soc
cer, spring soccer. Tuesday afternoons at 4 
PM, weather permitting, the field behind the 
gym sees some scrimmage action. With ten
nis-shoe goals, shirts and skins, fancy foot
work and mmm... not so fancy... we’re out 
there to have fun.

Geometrical passing, black and white 
whirling, headers, half-back. Bicycle kick, 
fast break, slide tackle... Hey! Wings and 
forwards, side line scrambles... wait... no 
out of bounds? Cornerkicks and GOAL!

Cross-field passes switching momen
tum, catching off guard, wrong-footed... 
Swish—Quinby Owen is long gone!

Last Tuesday in the warm sun we had 
a four on four game: Nathan Kraus, Quinby 
Owen, India Clarke, Travis Jeffries, Danny 
Kleiman, Nick Kruckenberg, and John 
Horton. First spring games are a little rough: 
getting over winter dormancy, but everyone, 
all skill levels, are welcome to come and 
play!

Attention Sweet 
Teeth!

Do you have insatiable cravings for 
those scrumptious desserts; that your grander: 
mother used to make? Do you need a 
good, strong sugar kick, and the dry yel
low cake with rock-solid chocolate “frost
ing” they give you in the dining hall just 
isn’t cutting it? Is it your turn to take 
goodies to class and you have neither: the : 
time nor the resources to make something 
they’ll really like?

Then this is your lucky day. Now you 
can easily access a delectable selection of

all-natural, all-organic, home-made yum- 
mies--just like my grandma makes--witb : 
one little phone call and a little bit of

1 dz. Cinnamon Rolls $10
less than a dozen Slper roll

1 pan Chocolate Chip Bars $ 7

1 Creme Pie $12
additional pies negotiable

1 Fruit Pie
additional pies

$10
negotiable

green. You can have a dozen or more: of

the best cinnamon rolls in the universe, a 
warm gooey pan of grandma Rita choco
late chip bars, one (or two, or three...) of a 
wide range of creme pies from chocolate 
creme to pina colada, or a good old fash
ioned fruit pie like apple or cherry. All 
you have to do is call before midnight on 
Tuesday or Saturday and you can pick up 
the goods (on campus!) for Thursday or 
Monday morning.

So call Aaron Clewell at extension 
43-55 before midnight on Tuesday or 
Saturday for a healthy dose of warm sug
ary goodness.
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VULGARIANS AT THE GATE
It’s a strange day when the NFL, whose Super bowl MVP was a murder accomplice, starts 

sounding like the Fraternal Order of Goodfellows, but with vulgarians like Vince McMahon 
demanding equal respect, the league takes on an air as rarefied as Oxford.

Though the Academy Award for Best 
Picture granted to “Gladiator,” the popularity 
of “sports” like WWF wrestling, and the 
staged barbarity of shows like “Jerry 
Springer” suggest the precipitous decline of 
aesthetic and moral priorities in our republic, 
the equally precipitous decline in TV ratings 
for XFL football shows we are not dead yet.

When it debuted, the XFL received a 
humuncular rating of 9.5. By its recent flaccid 
regular season finale, the ratings were down to 
an anorexic 1.7. With a ratings point equaling 
1.02 million households, or 1% of the nation’s 
102 million TV homes, that’s a binge and 
purge of epic proportions. And the prognosis 
looks worse. NBC will undoubtedly pull its 
50% co-ownership commitment with XFL 
founder, and chief camy, Vince “Desperately 
Seeking Legitimacy” McMahon. And though 
the XFL’s spirit of rule innovation should be 
applauded (a spirit the stagnant NBA might 
heed), commentators have routinely assailed 
the low quality of XFL play, as well as 
McMahon’s Bamumesque show biz shenani
gans, including the spectacle of state 

• Governor, and former “rassler” for 
McMahon’s World Wrestling Federation, 
Jesse “The Body” Ventura, not only announc
ing games but brazenly stoking feuds with 
coaches he is supposed to objectively cover.

Though some of us get a perverse thrill 
watching the decidedly low-pitched charms of 
Howard Stem, “South Park,” or “Temptation 
Island,” we do so against a winking knowl
edge of entertainment that is smarter, deeper, 
and more complex. In the best cases, against 
an educational heritage rooted in outstanding 
literature, philosophy and, in rare cases, even 
TV and film. “Slumming” has always been a 
favorite pastime of the bohemian bour
geoisie—from the gaudy bloodfests of ancient 
Rome to the safely illicit meanderings up to 
Harlem jazz clubs in the 30s and 40s. Popular 
entertainment offers a break from the cerebral, 
from the overly contemplative, from culture 
that is “good for you.” One of us reads the 
National Enquirer. Another checks her daily 
horoscope. Another prefers Tom Clancy or.

by James M. Crotty, GI

God forbid, the saccharine psychobabble of 
Oprah. This instinct is actually healthy.

Several years ago I found a succinct 
articulation of this position in a book of essays 
entitled Heartland English. Editor Timothy C. 
Erazer was paraphrasing two other authors, 
Rosenberg and White, when he wrote, there is 
a hierarchical ordering of American culture. 
The seven levels in order are:

1. The classical artistic culture: elitist, indi
vidualized, and highly developed, produced 
by the most talented vanguard artists of their 
time.

2. A technocratic, research-oriented culture, 
which ranges from academic research special
ties on the one hand to technically accom
plished leisure pursuits.

3. A refined, interpretive culture, which fixes 
its expository attention on groups 1 and 2 
above, and which can slip into cultural philis
tinism by prescribing moral behavior on the 
basis of the artistic and cerebral products of 
group 1.

4. A middlebrow mass culture (Broadway 
plays and musicals, large circulation journals, 
newsmagazines, certain movies, etc.)

5. Traditional folk culture: handicrafts, self- 
schooled skills and talents of various kinds, 
older 'gemeinschaft’ wisdom and social prac
tices.

6. A neo-populist youth culture—beatniks, 
hippies, punks, and so forth, together with 
older devotees of various self-indulgent coun
tercultural persuasions.

7. A lowbrow culture attending to boxing, 
wrestling, football, and other such bread-and- 
circuses sports, together with a relish for films 
with explicit sex and violence, and so forth.

The intellectually and emotionally 
healthiest Americans participate in a variety of 
the above groups and levels. A constant theme 
of writers on mass culture is that participation 
on only one cultural level results in narrow
ness, stultification, inanition, and vacuity.

The problem, as enunciated in endless 
jeremiads on the subject by the likes of 
George Will, E.D. Hirsch, William A. Henry 
in, and others of the American-culture-is-in-

the-tank school, is when bread and circus 
entertainments obliterate awareness of other 
levels on the cultural hierarchy. I don't mean 
the now-dated distinctions between high-brow 
and low-brow, which the likes of Warhol and 
Wolfe effectively debunked but, rather, the 
destruction of cultural discrimination as a 
worthy stance at all. If all views are truly 
equal, if the divisions between the kitsch and 
the classical, the common and the cognoscen
ti, are truly irrelevant, why should we care 
about the WWF mindset invading one of 
America’s treasured pastimes.

But, surprisingly, it seems we do care. 
Mind you, we don't care that a retread, white 
trash. Madonna clone, like Britney Spears, 
dominates the air, drowning out superior 
artists past and present, or that genuine inves
tigative journalism has lost out to tabloid news 
(and not just at Fox), or that high-stakes trivia 
shows eclipse anything found on PBS or the 
History Channel but, when it comes to sports, 
by golly, we finally draw the line. The demise 
of the XFL suggests, strangely, that here, in 
this testosterone-laden, steroid-abusing, and 
criminal-infested realm of professional foot
ball, we take our stand for time-honored 
virtues like decorum, quality, and, dare I say, 
purity. For once in American mass culture the 
bad does not inexorably drive out the good.

Which means there’s hope, albeit a tiny, 
and oddly placed, kernel of hope. Not for 
some stoic ideal that would deny me my 
Drudge Report, and you your “Survivor,” but 
for a return to proportion—a celebration of all 
levels of the cultural hierarchy, that seems to 
be our greatest hallmark, and gift, as 
Americans.

James M. Crotty is a creature of the Middle 
American middlebrow, and is actively, if per
haps futilely, trying to transcend that fate at St. 
John’s College Santa Fe. He is also the author 
of “How to Talk American’’ and editor of the 
travel and culture website, Monk.com. 
Contact: Jim@Monk.com.
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Everything You Ever Wanted to Know
About Tutor Tenure
(But Were Afraid to Ask!)

Spring is here, and that can only mean 
one thing: It’s time to hand out tenure 
appointments to members of our faculty. But 
how is this done, you ask? Well, I sat down 
with Assistant Dean Ms. Miller and asked her 
the same question, and now I’m passing all of 
that information on to you, the loyal reader.

The Instruction Committee consists of 
six elected faculty members who with the 
Dean are responsible for collecting and eval
uating information about a tenure candidate. 
Once they have finished evaluating a tutor 
they make their recommendation to the 
President, who then goes to the Board of 
Visitors and Governors, who then make a 
final decision.

One of the primary things that the Dean 
and the Instruction Committee considers is 
the impressions that the Senior Class has 
about a candidate. The Senior Class elects its 
own committee of five or six students who 
interview every member of the class about 
their experience with the candidate. That 
committee of students then presents the col
lected impressions of the class to the

by Eddie Kovsky, ’03

Instruction Committee both in writing and in 
a meeting with the Instruction Committee, 
which is then considered in the Instruction 
Committee’s final decision.

The other important factor in the 
Instruction Committee’s decision is the expe
rience and impressions faculty members have 
had about the candidate. Unlike the survey of 
the Senior Class, the Instruction Committee 
writes down word for word the impressions 
of each faculty member instead of an overall 
impression of all the interviews. Only facul
ty members who have been teaching for three 
years or more are interviewed. The 
Instruction Committee interviews each facul
ty member to gain as much information about 
a candidate’s contribution to the campus as 
they can, including but not limited to range of 
classes, archon meetings, faculty study 
groups, student don rags, attendance at facul
ty meetings, lectures, and especially the opin
ion of a candidates co-leader in seminar. The 
faculty’s opinion of a candidate in each of 
these areas is very important, but the faculty 
is not asked to vote.

The Instruction Committee then meets 
with all their newly collected information and 
report to each other. Then they deliberate. 
And deliberate some more. And perhaps 
some more deliberation takes places. After 
some point in time either the Dean or one of 
the tutors on the committee decides they have 
had all the deliberation they can take, and a 
request for consensus is asked for. Hopefully, 
the decision is unanimous. If a consensus 
cannot be reached, the Dean reports that there 
was no consensus when he makes his recom
mendation to the President. If the Dean has 
any objections he can give them when he 
delivers the recommendation to the President. 
Then the President delivers the recommenda
tion of the Dean and the Instruction 
Committee to the Board of Visitors and 
Governors, who then make the final decision. 
And there you have it. The inner workings of 
tenure appointment. I’m sure you can find 
something less serious in this newspaper if 
you just turn the page now. Go ahead. Turn 
it.

Information on the Senior Gift
by Colin King. '01

'Ibis \c.us -vcnini class is in ihc midst 
of raising money for an as yet undecided 
senior gift, Eveiy’ year the graduating sen
iors present some kind ot gift to the college 
to show their appreciation for llie school. 
Tliis is a wonderful tradition that should Ire 
respected and upheld in the years to come. 
But I caution all of ray fellow seniors and all 
underclassmen. Sentimentality for your 
alma madder aside, the senior gift is merely 
a first step tn what needs to be a lifetime 
commitment to financial support St, John's.

.Vci'idmg ti'Giiigci Roheii\. DireUi f 
ol the Annual I'und. .i Luge pmtion .d the 
v.ollege's iijierjimg liinds aie leeer.ed lioin 
k'undations whiGi look at the I'ereeiilage ol 
the college’s alumni who financially support 
itie college escry year, fhe-e foiiiid.ilions 
measure the worth of a college by how high 
ihiN pi'iccntage of paiiuipalion is. Based 
upon this liguic. ihevc loundations deter

mine hiiw nukh ihey should grant the pii- 
s.tte colleges that they suppoit. I his suppoit 
is a key l.ietoi f.'i the suiris.tl ui many small 
pri'.ate Colleges

St. John’s, despite the uniqueness of its 
program, has a dismally low annual rate of 
financial participation from its alums. I have 
heard figures between 18 to 2.S percent. In 
comparison. Amherst has a percentage rate 
of 68, Bryn Mawr 42, Carleton 51, Oberlin 
42, and Reed 39. Because these figures sup
posedly represent the degree of appreciation 
which alums hold for their alma madder, 
granting loundations feel th^ these schools 
deserve more funding for their programs 
than St, John's does witli its pitiful 20 per- 
eent participation. Appaiently we don’t real
ly earc ill.It nun. It abuiil our selinol. or ^o llie 
found.IIlo^^ see il.

'I he imeK-^nngi thing here i-, that ii 
doc, not maitei li>>w iimeh an alum vlonaic-.

on an annual basis, it doesn't mattep 
whether tt is $I or $1000 that is donatcd.| 
The foundations do not consider how rnuch^ 
is donated. What is really important here 
that everyone donates and does so every! 
year. \

Pre.sident John Balkcom has lieen cal1-| 
ing on tliis year’s senior class to rcmemlren 
that the job of supptrrting the college is not! 
done once we have presented the senior giftj 
1 too step up beside him and join in his call,| 
I call to all seniors, juniors, sophomores, and| 
freshman Regardless of your financial dchtj 
to this school, you will never be so poor a:^ 
to Ire unable to write a check to St, John's fotl 
SI every year. Make it a habit. By doing so,; 
St. John’s can be harked upon with as muchi 
regard by foundaiion.s as Amherst ofi 
Carleton. Make St. John’s a place where wd
can send our children. i
sgpSsasSssjiifSSsBsiSiSis::!;;:::;:®;;;®
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HOW TO GET CHICKS PART THREE:
BOOZE

Well, here I am again, writing my 
third and final article for the Moon. I 
should probably also add, “here you 
are again reading it,” but then I 
would get all caught up in the meta
physical speculation regarding what 
kind of clothes you’re wearing, what 
color underwear you have on, etc., 
especially if the one reading this is 
the legendary Dean Petzold. In case 
anyone actually cares, I wasn’t going 
to write any more articles after the 
miserable failure of my last two, 
which not only, against all logical 
precedents, were 
unable to get me any 
chicks, but also were 
probably the indirect 
reason that one Friday 
night a lovely but rea
sonably drunk lady 
ended up driving 
around in my car and 
telling me that all I’m 
interested in is get
ting chicks. One 
could imagine how 
much that remark 
struck me, and with 
good reason. For, 
while that may well 
be the appearance I 
give off to the world, 
it is not quite the kind 
of thing I’d like to be 
known for. So, for 
the record, my life doesn’t revolve 
around getting chicks. My soul is so 
much more complicated than that. 
My guiding principles are of a much 
more sublime nature. For the most 
part they center around my everlast
ing attempts to secure a record con
tract, go on tour with Mayhem, 
become an internationally known 
rock star, wreck a few hotel rooms 
and, in the process, as sort of an 
aside, get some chicks. Although at 
that point in my life they would be 
called groupies, which makes the 
whole process socially acceptable for

by Matthew V. Lippart, ’01 

some reason.
Now that the misunderstanding has 

been cleared up, I will delve into the 
meat of my article, which, ironically 
enough, is all about getting chicks. 
Considering the air of censorship that 
has been hovering over our noble col
lege paper for the last few weeks, I 
was going to write an article about 
the proper way to skull fist a pack of 
midgets (preferably gypsies), or 
maybe a joyous paean in appreciation 
of Mr. Colin King’s enormous, nay, 
awe-inspiring crotch, just to see if

that would make it past the unblink
ing gaze of Big Brother, but instead 
have decided to use my powers for 
good. This piece is dedicated to 
those poor, miserable, most likely 
functionally illiterate freshmen who I 
see lurking on campus like shadows, 
flitting about nervously and remind
ing one of the Kennedys at a cam
paign finance reform party. This is 
one of my last chances to teach 
“those who will come after” the ways, 
because my chick getting powers will 
soon be dispersed onto an uncaring 
world. The kind of world where, if I

walk up to a girl I barely know, put 
my arm around her waist, and tell her, 
in my most sincere voice, that she is a 
hot bitch, I would probably be arrest
ed, and shortly thereafter become the 
reviled subject of a Ricky Lake anti
man diatribe. Unlike here, where 
such phrases will usually elicit a cute 
smile and batting of the eyelashes, or 
maybe a firm knee to the groin. 
Either way, at least I know where I 
stand. So, before my powers of chick 
attraction are lost forever, I thought I 
should share with you poor, forlorn 

wrecks of impo
tent manhood 
what I know. 
During this year, 
if you’ve been 
paying attention, 
we have already 
weighed the bene
fits of getting 
huge and of eight
ies rock, said ben
efits mostly exist
ing for the sole 
purpose of draw
ing much needed 
attention to my 
crotch. By the 
way, for those 
keeping score, 
despite the scores 
of women who 
had said that they 

liked my crotch article, not one, not 
one, said she had any interest at all in 
my actual crotch, per se. Love the 
message, hate the messenger? Cie est 
la vie, I suppose. See, Mr. Duviosin, 
I do too know French. Bugger off.

So here it goes, the pure, unadul
terated truth about how to get chicks 
on this god forsaken (but thankfully 
not located anywhere near Canada) 
campus: Alcohol. Okay, I know some 
people might be upset with me 
endorsing such a vice, and I know a 
lot of people who will disagree with 
me on this one (mostly those sensi-
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live, poetry-type chicks, the kind that 
cry during Aliens and that kind of 
crap), but it’s true. Listen, fellows, 
lets face it, it all ties together. 
Hugeness + eighties rock -i- leather 
pants + crotches -i- big hair -i- alchohol 
= chicks. Please keep in mind that I 
am not in any way endorsing the 
Yugoslavian dating traditions: That 
old, tried and true “get the chicks 
drunk and take advantage of them,” 
or alternatively, the “get on your 
hands and knees and beg for it like a 
Republican” methods of courtship, oh 
no. That’s for jerks, or Annapolis 
transfers. What I mean is as follows, 
and let’s be honest with ourselves 
here. There are precious few of us 
guys on this campus who really have 
any clue when it comes to women, 
and since most of us were not blessed 
with good looks, nice smiles, a great 
fashion sense, fast cars, or a prof
itable South African diamond mine, 
we have been forced to (gasp) use our 
minds. We are in the uncomfortable 
position of trying to attract girls 
through the raw power of our intel
lect, since the women on this campus 
are totally oblivious to the advan
tages of loud, vulgar, ridiculous alpha 
male type behavior (which leaves me 
out of the mix right away, I suppose). 
The problem we face in resorting to 
our minds is easily summed up: we’re 
men. In case you ladies haven’t 
noticed, we are not the smartest sort 
of people around. So, to combat this, 
we have learned to employ the clever 
method of “just faking it”. And as 
any one of you who have ever attend
ed a Johnny party, or gone to a semi
nar, can attest, it’s really, really easy 
to whip out pseudo-intellectual clap
trap. So the end result is a bunch of 
very pale, thin men, following around 
one or two attractive women, and try
ing to outsmart or out-sensitive the 
other. It’s kind of like “Gorillas in 
The Mist,” but with really sad look
ing gorillas who follow Jane Goodall 
around all day, quoting Nietzche and 
gazing mournfully into her eyes while 
saying “I know we’re you’re coming 
from. God we can be such jerks 
sometimes... you know what?” And 
if he’s really good he’ll get angry, 
and maybe his eyes will even water a 
little, “sometimes, when I hear about

a wonderful person like you being 
treated like that, I... I... I hate men 
too”. This heartfelt confession done 
away with, the primates would then 
grunt and offer Ms. Goodall some 
expensive wine or bad poetry or 
something. I know that we’ve all 
seen that. By the by, I am speaking 
as one of those men, so don’t think 
I’m putting on any airs. This whole 
method would work, of course, except 
for one small detail: women are just 
smarter than we are, especially when 
it comes to picking up chicks. They 
already know what we’re trying to do, 
and they see right through it, which is 
why so very few of us ever get laid, 
and when we do it’s with some poor 
girl who either has some sort of defi
ciency which causes her to fall for 
that kind of phony intellectual stuff, 
or is just too tired to look around for 
something better any more. So if 
you’re gonna crash and burn, guys, 
why not do it like a man, Milli Vanilli 
style: impressively and irrevocably. 
Have a few, or twenty, drinks. Maybe 
then you will finally let down the 
whole intellectual personae you’ve 
been carefully building around your
self since your eighth grade crush 
slugged you on the school bus and be 
someone who actually, maybe, close
ly resembles what you really are. I 
will follow with an example, culled 
from the annals of my own deeply 
personal life. By day. I’m an honest, 
hardworking, loud, obnoxious, 
uncouth jerk who enjoys wearing 
ripped jeans. By night, under the 
influence of my good friend alcohol. 
I’m an honest, hardworking, loud, 
obnoxious, uncouth jerk who doesn’t 
wear pants at all, thus helping me to 
unleash the majesty of my crotch 
upon an ignorant world. With all due 
respect to Mr. Balkcom (the sexiest, 
and most sincere, college president I 
have ever had the pleasure to know in 
my six year college career) who had 
expressed well founded concerns 
about alcohol abuse on campus, I 
must ask this question: How can I get 
chicks with my pants on? Is that even 
possible? And that applies to every 
guy out there. Follow the advice of 
my three articles, and we shall soon 
see a bunch of huge men singing old 
Poison tunes while running around
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campus completely naked, preferably 
swinging large two by fours covered 
in barbed wire. Now, ladies, honest
ly: can there be a more perfect world 
out there? What else could any self- 
respecting woman possibly want, if 
not a large pack of men singing eight
ies rock, naked as the day God made 
them? Keep this in mind, dear read
er, because I do all this for you.

Since this is my final Moon arti
cle, and I will be leaving shortly, 
never to return, one last aside, if I 
may. As my academic career winds 
down (final tally: lots of great books 
read, mad mathematics figured out, 
cool cats dissected, huge amounts of 
homo-erotic tension kickin’ in every 
class, three years worth of failed lab 
experiments, two concussions, twelve 
stitches, nerve damage, cracked tail- 
bone, two cracked teeth, a few scars, 
a sliced ear [sorry Mr. Du] lots of 
beer drunk, many great friendships 
made and amazing tutors met, lots of 
good times had—my definition of a 
good four years), I have come to real
ize that there was so much more I 
could do, so much more of a differ
ence I could have made. I did my 
best to tell the world about the bene
fits of wrestling, getting huge, cheap 
beer, and loud rock music, but I know 
such gains as I have made are 
undoubtedly fleeting, and that my 
glorious tenure will be forgotten 
probably as early as next year. Or 
next week, depending on how drunk 
we alt get. By this time next year, I 
shall be a distant memory, a foggy 
recollection of some loud jerk who 
swore a lot at lunch. So, for the sake 
of my peace of mind, and for all of 
you whom I shall never see again 
(except maybe on an episode of Cops, 
or even worse, late night on C-span) 
next time you’re in the room with 
your pants off (for whatever reason, 
preferably involving a really hard
core game of Chutes and Ladders) 
hum a few bars of “We’re Not Gonna 
Take It,” flex in the mirror, grunt a 
few times, yell a few choice curses at 
Gene Hackman, and think of me.
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